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Extension Service. For further information concerning the EnterManaging a family business is challenging even in the best of
prising Rural Families program or
times. It has been estimated that 30 percent of family-owned businesses
on-line course contact informaare successfully passed to the second generation, 10-15 percent to the
tion@eRuralFamilies.org or go to
third and 3-5 percent make it into the hands of the fourth generation.
http://eRuralFamilies.org/.
These statistics are comparable to those for non-family owned businesses or may even exceed their measures of longevity (Aronoff, 2001).

TIP OF THE MONTH:
A family business should have written
policies developed to cover:
•

Mission statement

•

Business charter

•

Code of conduct

Written procedures are required for such
areas as:
•

Hiring

•

Compensation

•

Exit of employees

•

Discipline

•

Dealing with conflict

•

Upgrading of team skills

•

Orientation

•

Meetings

•

Teamwork and accountability

Many resources exist to help family business
build sustainable futures.
These resources are more
traditionally paper-based
programs but many are
also becoming available
through online resources.
Managing the Multi
-Generational Family
Farm is a paper-based resource published by the
Canadian Farm Business
Management Council and
co-authored by Lorne
Owen and Wayne Howard,
along with a team of other
U.S. and Canadian contributors (Owen and Howard, et al. 1997). This
Figure 1. An excerpt from Managing the
Multi-Generational Family Farm
handbook covers many dimensions of a family business including Family and Business Interactions, Making Family/Business Interactions Smooth, Formalizing the Management of a Family Business,
and Succession Planning.
As you can see from the list, areas covered by the handbook are
those most often ignored but which are absolutely essential to the success of any family business.
The layout of this handbook is an open design, making it easy to
read. Many examples, how-to suggestions, and worksheets are included
in the book. A glossary also helps to define more challenging concepts
for those unfamiliar with them.

Communication or failure to communicate is often at the heart of family and business conflicts.
Figure 1 is an excerpt outlining a paraphrasing and reframing exercise that can help family members
get at the root of communication problems when they crop up. As pointed out in the handbook, paraphrasing can draw out the underlying feelings in a situation. Reframing can help by removing the emotion from a situation by restating what was said with a positive spin. Helpful tools for difficult situations.
A second Canadian resource for family businesses is Farming with NeighboursPreventing, Managing, and Resolving Community Conflicts Over Farming Practices:
A Guide for Canadian Farmers. This resource strives to provide insights into the
changing dynamic in agriculture which increasingly seems to put rural land owners
at odds with others outside of agriculture. The book begins with an introduction to
the sources and context of the conflicts. Subsequent chapters provide methods for
handling the situation ranging from prevention to management and resolution.
The final two chapters discuss methods for engaging the public in order to mitigate the consequences and advice on how to handle special situations. Where agricultural families find themselves increasingly at odds with the general public, the suggestions and case studies presented in this reference
could provide the tools critical to sustaining the family farm into the future.
The third resource covered in this newsletter is one that looks to help family businesses develop
solid plans. Sound business planning and communication of those plans may be the single most important step toward ensuring the family business endures for future generations. Building a Sustainable
Business- A Guide to Developing a Business Plan for Farms and Rural Businesses is an excellent resource for helping to get started with business
plans. The book follows an approach centered
around five planning tasks: 1. Identifying
what is important to you, 2. Assessing what
you have to work with, 3. Describing where
you want to go, 4. Evaluating how to get
there, and 5. Getting started and monitoring
progress as you go.
Building a Sustainable Business is an
excellent resource, not only because it provides easy to follow explanations of the various steps, but also because it provides ample
examples, tools, and worksheets for implementing the process.
The resource section at the back provides suggestions for additional information
should greater depth be needed. Finally, an
Appendix provides example materials from a
working dairy farm.

Figure 2. An excerpt from Building a Sustainable Business

Figure 2 provides one of the worksheets presented in Building a Sustainable Business. This worksheet helps think through the various
roles and responsibilities individuals have within the business. In a family business it is even more important that everyone involved understand how overlapping responsibilities are to be shared. Where relationships and responsibilities extend beyond the work place into the home and perhaps the local community, unresolved conflict can lead to more than just hurt feelings. For success a family business must
have these dimensions of the family-work balance well-covered.

There are no silver bullets for success in either family or non-family
businesses. Hard work, planning and communication are required to succeed
in any business venture. However, family businesses represent unique challenges which must be addressed in order to successfully pass the enterprise to
the next generation. Many resources are available to help make a family business more sustainable. This article explores three, which family enterprise
managers may find helpful for improving the sustainability of their business.

(Developing sustainable business practices for family businesses are covered in greater detail in the
Enterprising Rural Families: Making It WorkTM on-line course.)
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Family enterprise managers, don’t be
afraid to use resources, they can ...
A) help build sustainable futures.
B) define family and business interactions.
C) show how to make such interactions
smooth.
D) illustrate effective communication
techniques.
E) provide guidelines for succession planning.
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